
DESCRIPTION 

Control Unit is used to supply regulated DC voltage and it consist of a relay 
output which can be connected to 110V, 230V AC. Delayed Output is also 
available in control unit. A amplifier is also provided in Control Unit. Sensing 
Distance adjustment potentiometer is provided in the Control unit.
HEMKUNT electronics specializes in customizing designs to specific customer 
needs for a wide range of applications. Please feel free contact us to provide the
optimal solution for your specific needs.   
  
 

FEATURES

#  Electrical Panels.
#  Sensor Controlling
#  PNP Input
#  NPN Input
#  NO/NC Output
#  Compatible with any brand and 
   any type of proximity sensor. 

APPLICATIONS

#  Phase Failure, Unbalance,
#  Smallest size of single phasing preventer Single phasing, 
    reverse phasing, unbalanced supply
#  Auto reset, 1 NO output contact suitable for any HP/kW 
    rating mono block pumps
#  Phase Sequence,
#  Auto Reset, Fixed Unbalance Setting
#  1 CO output Relay
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TECHNICAL DATA

                 Proximity Sensor Control Relay

As a result of our policy of continual improvement, the information in this document is subject to change without any notice and it is intended only as 
                       general guidance on product performance and suitability. This information shall not form part of any contract.

our product should be installed by a qualified personnel only, therefore any use of this application is at the installer’s own risk and should be accessed appropriately.

#  Operating Voltage: 10-30V DC
#  Mounting : Din Rail Mounting(Box type available)
#  Maximum load current: 300mA
#  Hysteresis: <-15% of sn
#  Operating temperature: -20 o C to +70 o C
#  Output contact: NO or NC
#  Input : NPN / PNP
#  Switching frequency: 25Hz to 40Hz
#  Led Indication: Yes
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